CONTINGENCY PROGRAM FOR 2018 MORE RACING

Eligible Classes
All classes. Each class must have at least 3 entries.

Awards
First finisher in each class: $300 online store credit
Second finisher in each class: $200 online store credit
Third finisher in each class: $100 online store credit
Last finisher in each class: $150 online store credit

⚠️ You need to finish the entire race in order to qualify for the contingency awards.
⚠️ Store credit is applicable on our website www.auxbeam.com and should be used within 2018.
⚠️ Proof of winning must be from MORE racing.

Requirement
⚠️ Must run approved Auxbeam lighting and no competing brands are allowed.
⚠️ A minimum of 2 Auxbeam stickers must be placed on both sides of vehicle and easily verifiable via race photojournalists.
⚠️ Submit at least 2 high resolution images (at least 1MB) and preferably videos with proof of use at each race. Please email images and videos to sponsorship@auxbeam.com.
⚠️ Provide Auxbeam with team bio, team logo, race schedule, and photos.
⚠️ Agree that Auxbeam may publish and use the above materials in print or electronic formats such as publications, videos, projects, and websites for brand marketing.

Feel like to join? Please contact sponsor@auxbeam.com for more info!